Anytime you’re considering a trip edge plow, the Henderson RSP-OC offers the quality and longevity required to operate on today’s tough streets and roadways. Its two 3" x 16" single acting nitrided cylinders span 80" across the push frame, providing the optimal mechanical advantage. The large 2.5" x 8" main pivot provides a greater load bearing surface, minimizing wear. The clean box shaped A-frame offers superior strength, while reducing the number of pocket areas known to trap corrosive chemicals. Available with all your favorite Henderson RSP options (cutting edges, moldboards, etc.).

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Extended push tube (42% longer than other makes) provides greater blade stability.
- Six moldboard-to-push frame pivot points, distributing push forces evenly across the entire plow.
- Three attack angle adjustment positions (approx. 5°, 10° and 20°) to meet all snow and ice removal conditions.

**ADJUSTABLE CUTTING EDGE TRIP**
- Five 3/4” square torsion springs.
- Zero insertion force for SAFE and easy spring replacement.
- Each spring features individual three-position trip tension adjustment, wrench included.

Consult your local Henderson Distributor for all available options.

All photos shown with optional equipment.